MP Kelly attacked over Pell

By Don Pagé, 6 March 2019

Local Federal MP Craig Kelly has been accused of supporting a convicted childmolester, Catholic cardinal George Pell. A Liberal Party rival, Kent Johns, said
that he was “disgusted” after a Facebook post by the Hughes MP questioned
the verdict as a “grave miscarriage of justice”.
Those remarks had “hurt” victims, Nine News was told by Mr Johns, who is NSW party Vice
President and a local councillor. “This case has victims of abuse reliving their trauma and this just
causes more pain by questioning the justice system. It may make victims even more unlikely to come
forward because they feel they won’t be believed... He should know better.”

MP Kelly’s stance echoed former prime ministers John Howard and Tony Abbott lately.
“The problem with his (Kelly’s) comment is that he is our representative in the Federal Parliament so he is supposed to speak for our community,” criticised Mr Johns, who challenged
him for party preselection for the safe Liberal seat months ago.
Speculation was that Mr Johns, a moderate, had the numbers to topple the right-wing incumbent, but was trumped by Prime Minister Scott Morrison, who cancelled party preselections for all sitting MPs to avoid a civil war.
MP Kelly had threatened to quit and go to the parliamentary crossbenches if he was rolled,
according to news reports then.
The member for Hughes borrowed from a prominent conservative Andrew Bolt for his Facebook post, in which the commentator claimed Pell had been “falsely convicted of sexually
abusing two boys in their early teens”. [See Facebook below.]
https://www.9news.com.au/national/2019/02/28/08/45/news-sydney-craig-kelly-support-george-pell-kent-johns
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More Facebook posts by our local MP reviewed his favourite causes: rejecting that climate
change is man-made, attacking environmental “cultists”, and supporting coal-fired energy.
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He lightly flogged a leftist commentator, Peter Fitzsimons, as ‘Pirate Pete’ for his trademark
bandana in The Sun-Herald and for his opposing views.
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